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PROFILE 
Capital:  Mexico City 
Population: 123.2 million (July 2016 est.) 
Language:  Spanish 
Government:  Federal Republic 
Head of State and Government: Enrique Peña 
Nieto (PRI) (since December 1, 2012) 
Currency:  $1 CAD = 15.37 Mexican Pesos 
(MXN) (December 2016) 
GDP:  US $1.06 trillion (2016 est.)  
GDP (PPP):  US $2.3 trillion (2016 est.) 
GDP Per Capita (PPP):  US $18,900 (2016 est.) 
GDP growth rate:  2.1% (2016 est.) 
Unemployment:  4.4% (2016 est.) 
Inflation: 2.7% (2016 est.) 
Key Industry Sectors:  Food and beverages, 
tobacco, chemicals, iron and steel, petroleum, 
mining, textiles, clothing, motor vehicles, 
consumer durables and tourism. 
Sources:  Bank of Canada, CIA World Factbook, 
Economist Intelligence Unit 

DID YOU KNOW? 
 Mexico is a member of the Pacific Alliance, a 

trade bloc and regional integration initiative 
created in April 2011, whose member states 
are Chile, Colombia, Mexico and Peru.   

 Close to 50% of Mexico’s population is under 
the age of 25. 

 Mexico City, with a population of 
approximately 20 million, is one of the world’s 
largest cities. 

RELATIONSHIP OVERVIEW 
 Alberta and Mexico share common interests in 

such areas as energy, agriculture, NAFTA, 
and the opportunities of living next door to the 
U.S. 

 Under NAFTA, Mexico has been one of 
Alberta’s fastest growing export markets and 
has risen to become the province’s third 
largest overall trade partner. 

 The Canada-Mexico Partnership (CMP) was 
launched in October 2004 to enhance and 
expand the strategic relationship between the 
two countries.  The 2014 annual meeting was 
held in Calgary. 

 Alberta has an interest in seven of the eight 
CMP working groups: agribusiness, energy, 
environment, forestry, human capital, labour 
mobility and technology, investment, and 
innovation. 

 Canadian provinces and Mexican and U.S. 
states participate in the annual Tri-National 
Agricultural Accord meeting and its various 

working groups throughout the year.  Alberta 
participates in this forum and believes it 
provides excellent opportunities to enhance 
trade and discuss trade irritants before they 
become major disputes. 

 Alberta entered into a “Twinning Relationship” 
with the Mexican state of Jalisco in 1999, with 
a view to cooperate in the areas of agriculture, 
education, health and economic development.  
The relationship was expanded and extended 
for an additional five years under a 
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) signed 
in 2009 and renewed in 2015. 

 There were 14,745 Albertans who were born in 
Mexico, identified during the last census, 8,195 
of whom were Canadian citizens (2011). 

 The Government of Alberta has provided 
matching grants for several humanitarian 
projects in Mexico that include support for 
orphans, at-risk youth and seniors, sustainable 
farming and the donation of buses, 
ambulances and fire trucks to communities in 
need. Relief funds were also provided for the 
floods in 2007 and 2010. 

TRADE AND INVESTMENT 
 In 2016, Alberta exported $927.3 million worth 

of goods to Mexico. 
 Top exports in 2015 consisted of oil seeds 

(primarily canola, $248.1 million), plastics 
($227.2 million), meat (primarily beef and 
animal offal, $114.6 million), wheat ($83.4 
million), and malts ($42.6 million). 

This map is a generalized illustration only and is not intended to be used for reference purposes. The representation of political boundaries does not necessarily reflect the position of the Government of Alberta on international issues of recognition, sovereignty or jurisdiction.  
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 Imports from Mexico were $1.5 billion in 2016 
and consisted primarily of non-crude oil, 
machinery, electrical equipment, vehicles, rail 
transportation products (such as rail cars), and 
vegetables. (This figure does not include 
goods sold in Alberta that have arrived via 
distribution hubs in other provinces.) 

 Note: Two-way trade between Mexico and 
Canada is significantly understated by official 
statistics due to transshipment of goods 
through the U.S. (Mexican statistics show 
Canadian exports to Mexico as 2-3 times 
larger than Canadian statistics). 

ENERGY 
 As of the end of 2011, Mexico had 10.2 billion 

barrels (bbl) of proven oil reserves and 17.3 
trillion cubic feet (Tcf) of proven natural gas 
reserves.    

 Mexico’s crude oil production peaked in 2004 
with 3.5 million barrels per day (bbl/d), 
dropping to 2.6 million bbl/d in 2012; a 25% 
drop in eight years. Production averaged 2.6 
million bbl/d again in 2013. 

 Behind Canada and Saudi Arabia, Mexico was 
the third-largest exporter of oil to the U.S. in 
2011.  In 2011, Mexico exported 1.1 million 
bbl/d of crude oil to the U.S. via tanker to the 
Gulf Coast.  From 2006-2012, Mexican crude 
exports to the U.S. dropped by almost 40% 
from 1.7M bbl/d to 1M bbl/d. 

 Petróleos Mexicanos (Pemex) was 
established in 1938 by the Mexican Congress 
and has exclusive rights to oil exploration and 
production in Mexico.  Pemex is the 11th 
largest integrated oil company in the world 
and is also the sole producer of natural gas 
and refined products in Mexico.  

 Mexico’s first round of oil and gas licensing 
under the new energy reform started in early 
2015. The government’s goal is that the 169 
exploration and production blocks on offer will 
attract around US$12.5bn worth of investment 
from international oil companies. Canadian 
companies Renaissance Oil Corp. S.A. de 

C.V. and International Frontier Resources (as 
part of the consortium Tonalli Energía S.A.P.I. 
de C.V.) signed contracts corresponding to the 
areas awarded to them in the third phase of 
Round One (Round 1.3). Both areas are 
located in the State of Veracruz and they 
represent the fourth contract for Renaissance 
in Mexico and the first one for International 
Frontier Resources. 

 The first call for Mexico’s Round 2 was 
published in July 2016, with the auction to 
take place in March 2017, and rounds 3 and 4 
expected to follow in 2017 and 2018, each 
bringing in similar amounts, with a total of 
around US$50bn worth in energy-related 
inward investment expected during the current 
administration. 

 In December 2013, Mexico ratified 
constitutional amendments to enable foreign 
companies to enter Mexico’s upstream oil and 
gas sector, ending a 75-year long monopoly 
held by the state oil company Pemex.   

 The reform allows private contracts for 
production and profit-sharing for oil and gas 
exploration in Mexico in addition to existing 
service contracts. 

 In March 2011, Pemex held licensing rounds 
which allowed foreign participation in Mexico’s 
oil sector for the first time in over 70 years. 

 The main priorities in Mexico’s energy sector 
include increasing domestic gas production 
and reducing the country’s dependence on 
natural gas imports. 

 While not a member of the Organization of 
Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC), 
Mexico has at times worked with the cartel to 
adjust global crude oil supplies. 

 Mexico has two operating Liquefied Natural 
Gas (LNG) terminals: Altamira, on the east 
coast, and the Costa Azul terminal on the west 
coast.  A new LNG import terminal at the port 
of Manzanillo, also on the Pacific Coast, 
reportedly began initial operations in 2012.  
However, Mexican government data do not 
cite significant LNG flows into 

Manzanillo as of September 2012.   
 Mexico has a single nuclear plant located in 

Veracruz.  Currently there are plans to expand 
nuclear power capacities in the country. 

 Mexico’s efforts to expand domestic 
production may create opportunities for 
Alberta companies to take part in an estimated 
US$130 billion expansion and modernization 
of the Mexican energy industry over the next 
decade.   

 Calgary-based TransCanada Corporation 
owns and operates the 130-km Tamazunchale 
Pipeline in central Mexico.  In 1998, it was the 
first company to build a private pipeline in the 
country. 

AGRICULTURE 
 Access for all Canadian beef and beef 

products into Mexico was restored October 7, 
2016, after trade was restricted in 2003 
following Canada’s first domestic case of BSE.  

 Alberta remains one of the top provincial 
exporters of agri-food products to Mexico, 
accounting for 33 per cent of Canada’s total of 
$1.7 billion in 2015. 

 Alberta’s 2015 agri-food exports to Mexico 
totaled $572 million. Top agri-food exports 
included canola seed, beef, wheat and malt.  

 A demand for high quality livestock genetics 
from Alberta has led to a number of incoming 
buyer missions from Mexico to meet one-on-
one with Alberta’s award-winning livestock 
breeders and suppliers. 

 The growing retail food sector in Mexico is 
offering Alberta food processors new business 
opportunities in areas that match Alberta’s 
industry capabilities, such as frozen meals, 
sauces, bakery and private label. An 
increased number of incoming buyers’ 
missions have met with Alberta food 
processors. 

 There is a growing commodity market for 
ingredients where Alberta is established as a 
world class provider of high quality products 
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such as wheat and oat-based products, 
pulses, barley, oilseed oils. Opportunities for 
Alberta suppliers may also be found in the 
sale of value-added food products and food 
ingredients for use in ready-made meals and 
for further processing. 

 Mexico's high dependency on imported feed 
ingredients (60% of the overall content of feed 
products is imported), offers significant 
opportunities for Alberta feed suppliers 
(canola meal, feed barley, wheat, oats and 
peas). 

 The Province of Alberta and the Mexican 
State of Jalisco signed a Memorandum of 
Cooperation (MOC) on agriculture in July 
2009. This MOC enhances opportunities for 
two-way trade and investment, and facilitates 
cooperation in food processing and 
development with the Value-Added Food 
Processing Centre in Lagos de Moreno, 
Jalisco, which opened in March 2012. 

 An agreement on a mutually beneficial 
Canada-Mexico work plan for seed potato 
remains on hold in 2016 until a lawsuit filed by 
the Mexican potato industry (CONPAPA) 
against the National Service of Food and 
Agriculture, Health, Safety and Quality 
(SENASICA) is resolved; this continues to limit 
Canada’s ability to access Mexico’s seed 
potato market. 

EMERGING OPPORTUNITIES 
 Energy: drilling and exploration equipment, 

pipeline construction, enhanced oil recovery, 
heavy oil production technologies, coal bed 
methane extraction gas exploration and 
development, electricity generation and 
transmission and environmental protection. 
The fact that 48% of Mexican crude is 16 API 
or heavier, and Mexico possesses the world’s 
4th largest shale gas reserves, makes Mexico 
a prime oil and gas market for Canadian oil 
and gas companies. 

 Agriculture: animal genetics; pork; processed 
food and beverages; food ingredients based 
on high quality products such as wheat and 
oat based products, pulses, barley, oilseed 
oils; animal feed ingredients such as canola 
meal, feed barley, wheat, oats and peas. 

 High technology: nanotechnology, 
telecommunications, software, and defense. 

 Education and Training: English as a second 
language training, technical 
training/apprenticeship and post-secondary. 

 Construction: building products and 
prefabricated components. 

 Infrastructure: transportation, solid waste 
management and waste water. 

 Environmental and Biotechnology: 
environmental consulting, water & waste 
treatment technologies and alternative energy 
technologies. 

 

EDUCATION  
 The twinning relationship between Alberta and 

Jalisco has encouraged many bilateral 
agreements for student mobility and 
exchanges between educational institutions in 
Alberta and Jalisco.  Hundreds of students 
have traveled between Alberta and Jalisco to 
study English or Spanish, participate in school 
exchanges and study tours, or undertake 
research. 

 Holy Trinity High School in Edmonton and 
Hunting Hills High School in Red Deer have 
officially recognized school partnerships with 
schools in Jalisco. 

 The Canadian School Guadalajara in 
Guadalajara is an accredited school and the 
first school in Mexico to offer the Alberta 
curriculum.   

 In November 2016, Colegio Rex Marina 
Mazatlán in Mazatlan received pre-
accreditation status by Alberta Education to 
offer the Alberta curriculum to its students. 

 In Alberta, students have the opportunity to 
study in Spanish language programs that 
include Spanish bilingual programs and 
Spanish language and culture programs. 

 Several Alberta post-secondary educational 
institutions are also active in Mexico, with 
agreements that facilitate exchanges, 
seminars and cooperation in training. 

 Alberta’s Education Centre operated in 
Guadalajara from 2004 to 2015. 

 Mount Royal has been active in Mexico since 
1994, with 12 university partnerships.  As part 
of its partnership with Tecnológico de 
Monterrey (ITESM) more than 3,500 students 
attend Mount Royal for a semester exchange 
or summer programs.  

 The University of Alberta (U of A) has several 
cooperation agreements with major institutions 
in Jalisco and actively participates in forums 
and exchanges with Mexican institutions. 

IMMIGRATION 
 On December 1, 2016, the Canadian 

government lifted the visa requirement for 
Mexican citizens travelling to Canada to stay 
for up to six months, including for tourists, 
business people and diplomats. This will 
provide additional tourism, cultural and 
investment opportunities between Alberta and 
Mexico. 

 Between 2011 and 2015, 4,559 immigrants 
who were citizens of Mexico chose Alberta as 
their destination. Approximately 55% were 
economic immigrants. This includes principal 
applicants and their spouses and dependents. 
These economic immigrants were most 
commonly occupied as chefs and cooks, sales 
and service supervisors and contractors, 
operators and supervisors in agriculture, 
horticulture and aquaculture. 
 
 

 From 2011 to 2015, 5,298 Temporary Foreign 
Worker Program (TFWP) work permit holders 
who were citizens of Mexico were allowed to 
work in Alberta. These workers were most 
commonly occupied as agriculture and 
horticulture workers, harvesting, landscaping 
and natural resources labourers and masonry 
and plastering trades. 

 From 2011 to 2015, 1,684 unique international 
students who were citizens of Mexico held a 
valid study permit that was signed in the given 
year and were destined to study in Alberta. 
 

AGREEMENTS 
 September 2016: The Honourable Shannon 

Phillips, Minister of Environment and Parks, 
witnessed the renewal of a MOU between 
Alberta Agriculture and Forestry, and the State 
of Jalisco’s Secretariat of Environment and 
Territorial Development surrounding wildfire 
management. 

 January 2015: Alberta renewed the MOU for 
its twinning relationship with the State of 
Jalisco for an additional five years. 

 November 2014: Alberta Innovation and 
Advanced Education renewed its MOU with 
the Jalisco Department of Innovation, Science 
and Technology.  The agreement will continue 
to facilitate collaboration in areas of research 
and technology development and 
commercialization through joint initiatives. 

 June 2014: The Alberta Energy Regulator and 
the National Hydrocarbon Commission of 
Mexico signed a MOU to work collaboratively 
on regulatory best practices in the 
development of hydrocarbon resources 
including shale gas development, water 
management, enhanced oil recovery, and 
venting and flaring. 

 October 2012: Alberta Education renewed its 
MOU with the Jalisco Department of 
Education.  The agreement will continue to 
bring opportunities for students and teacher 
mobility, exchange of best practices, and 
collaboration on research projects and mutual 
interest. 

 March 2012: Alberta Innovation and Advanced 
Education signed a three-year agreement with 
Mitacs Inc. that will extend the Globalink 
program to provide funding to talented 
Mexican undergraduate students to come to 
one of Alberta’s comprehensive research 
universities to participate in leading Alberta 
research during the summer months. 

 July 2009: Alberta and Jalisco expanded and 
extended their twinning relationship. 

 December 2007: Alberta renewed a 
cooperation agreement with the Jalisco 
Department of Education for the two-way 
exchange of students.  The agreement 
stemmed from a MOU which was signed in 
1999 in the areas of Spanish Language 
Development Exchange Program and the 
Educator Exchange Program. 
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 March 2007: Alberta signed a Declaration on 
Energy cooperation with Mexico’s Secretariat 
of Energy (SENER). 

 February 2007: Sustainable Resource 
Development and Jalisco’s Rural 
Development Secretariat signed an 
agreement regarding forest fire fighting 
training. 

 June 1999: Alberta and Jalisco entered a 
twinning relationship. 

 Edmonton and Calgary jointly have an 
economic cooperation partnership with 
Jalisco’s cities of Guadalajara (Mexico’s 
second largest) and Zapopan. 

RECENT VISITS AND EVENTS 
 December 2016: The Honourable Ricardo 

Miranda, Minister of Culture and Tourism, 
travelled to Mexico City to meet with 
government and tourism industry officials to 
build important relationships and explore 
tourism opportunities. Subsequent to the 
Minister’s visit, a direct flight between Mexico 
City and Calgary was announced. 

 October 2016: The Honourable Margaret 
McCuaig-Boyd, Minister of Energy, travelled to 
Mexico City to promote Alberta companies, 
and signed an MOU on sharing best practices 
on energy policies with the Mexican Energy 
Secretariat.  

 October 2016: Alberta Economic Development 
and Trade coordinated a midstream oil and 
gas mission for 25 Alberta companies to 
strengthen trade and investment ties with 
Colombia and Mexico. 

 September 2016: The Honourable Shannon 
Phillips, Minister of Environment and Parks, 
travelled to Guadalajara, Mexico to attend the 
Climate Summit of the Americas and promote 
Alberta’s Climate Leadership Plan. 

 June 2016: Jaime Reyes Robles, Jalisco 
Secretary of Science and Innovation, visited 
Edmonton to meet with Minister Bilous as well 
as with industry and academic institutions 
from Alberta. 

 June 2016: Mexican Secretary of Energy, 
Pedro Joaquín-Coldwell, led a delegation to 
the Global Petroleum Show to highlight 
Mexico’s energy reforms. 

 
DIPLOMATIC REPRESENTATION 
 His Excellency Agustín García-López Loaeza 

is the Mexican Ambassador to Canada in 
Ottawa. 

 The Canadian Ambassador to Mexico in 
Mexico City is Pierre Alarie. 

 Cecilia Villanueva Bracho is Mexico’s Consul 
General in Calgary, Alberta. 

 Klause Buttner is the Managing Director of the 
Alberta Mexico Office in Mexico City.  


